The Derwent Poetry Festival is a unique annual publishing event promoted by Templar Poetry in Derbyshire at Masson Mills, in the heart of the Derwent Valley World Heritage Site. It is an opportunity to hear excellent contemporary poets reading live, from across the British Isles and beyond. This tenth Templar year launches new collections and pamphlets, the Templar annual anthology, Mill and the Derbyshire Stanza poets’ anthology, A Place of Wonder with their poems from the County. A writing workshop, ‘Poetry and the Moving Image’ is led by Paul Maddern.

Poets appearing include Damian Smyth, Dawn Wood, Sarah Roby, Tom Weir, Erin Halliday, Beatrice Garland, Jane Weir and Paul Maddern with Templar Pamphlet poets Tom Kelly, Emma Must, Oliver Comins, Mark Fiddes, Ian Harker and Claudia Daventry accompanied by poets reading from Mill, the 2015 Templar Pamphlet Anthology.

On Sunday the anthology and workshop poets are accompanied by the Derbyshire Stanza Poets presenting their work in The Archive Room followed by the Annual Derbyshire Stanza Meeting, open

**FRIDAY 6TH NOVEMBER**

6.30PM – 8.00PM  Admission Free  The Main Suite

FESTIVAL OPENING RECEPTION & READING

New poems from Paul Maddern and Jane Weir

OPENING OF THE FESTIVAL BOOKSHOP

ENJOY A GLASS OF WINE CELEBRATING TEMPLAR’S TENTH BIRTHDAY

**WORKSHOP BOOKINGS & INFORMATION**

FURTHER WORKSHOP INFORMATION & BOOKINGS AVAILABLE ON

www.templarpoetry.com

**WORKSHOP TICKETS ARE LIMITED**

PAUL MADDERN - WORKSHOP LEADER

---

**SATURDAY 7TH NOVEMBER**

11.00AM – 11.45AM  The Archive Room

PORTFOLIO PAMPHLET READING BY EMMA MUST

from: Notes on the Use of the Austrian Scythe

with

Mill Anthology Poets

10.30AM – 11.30AM  The Main Suite

WORKSHOP WITH PAUL MADDERN

12.00 – 13.00PM  The Archive Room

BEATRICE GARLAND WITH Mill Anthology Poets

2.00PM – 3.00PM  The Archive Room

DERBYSHIRE STANZA POETS LAUNCHING

A Place of Wonder: Soundings from Derbyshire

Presented by Alison Riley & Colleagues

3.30PM – 4.30PM  The Archive Room

PAMPHLET POETS OLIVER COMINS, MARK FIDDES & CLAUDIA DAVENTRY

with Mill Anthology Poets

5.30PM – 6.30PM  The Archive Room

THE THREE POETS from LEEDS

TOM KELLY | IAN HARKER | TOM WEIR

& Mill Anthology Poets

7.00 – 8.15PM  The Main Suite

**SATURDAY EVENING READINGS**

with

ERIN HALLIDAY | SARAH ROBY | DAWN WOOD

& DAMIAN SMYTH

---

**SUNDAY 8TH NOVEMBER**

10.45AM – 11.45AM  The Main Suite

WORKSHOP WITH PAUL MADDERN

12.00 – 1.00PM  The Archive Room

STANZA ANTHOLOGY & WORKSHOP READING

Poets from the Festival Workshop & Derbyshire Stanza

1.30PM – 2.30PM  The Board Room

DERBYSHIRE Stanza Meeting - Open to all

2.45PM – 3.30PM  The Main Suite

FAREWELL READINGS, RAFFLE & DRAW

---

**BOX OFFICE BOOKINGS**

ONLINE FESTIVAL TICKET PURCHASE: www.templarpoetry.com

EMAIL ENQUIRIES: info@templarpoetry.com

**ONE DAY TICKETS** - Sat. 7th/Sun. 8th November: £8.00 & £6.00
Concession Admission to ALL readings (excluding workshops)

**FULL FESTIVAL TICKETS** - SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Admission to ALL Festival Events £12 and £10.00 Concession (excluding Workshop)

**FULL FESTIVAL PROGRAMME** - With further details of the poets and the workshops available on the Templar Poetry Website

**WORKSHOP TICKETS**

ONE DAY: SAT. OR SUNDAY £7  / BOTH WORKSHOPS £12

**BOOKING AT FESTIVAL BOOKSHOP OR ONLINE**

www.templarpoetry.com